An analysis of the Concession relation based on the discourse marker aunque in a Spanish-Chinese parallel corpus
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Abstract: The translation between Spanish and Chinese is particularly complicated because of the extensive grammatical, syntactic and discursive differences between the two languages. In this paper, based on the discourse marker in Spanish aunque (“although” in English), which usually signals the Concession relation, we will compare the discourse structure of Spanish and Chinese in the parallel corpus United Nations Corpus (UN). In order to perform the comparison, we will use the theoretical framework of Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) by Mann and Thompson (1988).
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1 Introduction

The greater the linguistic distance is between a pair of languages, the greater the number of differences in their syntax and discourse structure. Therefore, the translation between two very different languages can be potentially more difficult. Comparative or contrastive studies of discourse structures offer clues to identify properly equivalent discourse elements in two languages. These clues can be useful for both human and machine translation (MT).
Discourse information is necessary for a good translation quality. Based on the Spanish discourse marker *aunque*, the following two examples show discourse similarities and differences between Spanish and Chinese.

1:  
(1.1) Sp: *Aunque* está enfermo, va a trabajar.  
\[Aunque \, está \, enfermo,]EDU_S \ [va \, a \, trabajar.]EDU_N  
(Marker_1 is ill, goes to work.)  
(1.2) Ch: 虽然他病了, 但是他去上班了。  
\[虽然他病了, \]EDU_S \ [但是他去上班了.]EDU_N  
(Marker_1 he ill, marker_2 he goes to work.)  
(1.3) En: Although he is very ill, he goes to work.

In example (1), Spanish and Chinese passages show the same rhetorical relation (Concession), and the order of the nucleus and the satellite is also similar. However, in Chinese, it is mandatory to include two discourse markers to show this relation: one marker “suiran” (虽然) at the beginning of the satellite and another marker “danshi” (但是) at the beginning of the nucleus. These two discourse markers are equivalent to the English discourse marker *although*. By contrast, in Spanish, to show the Concession relation, only one discourse marker is used at the beginning of the satellite (in this case, *aunque* ‘although’).

2:  
(2.1.1) Sp: Hace frío, aunque no llueve.  
\[Hace \, frío,\]EDU_N \ [aunque\ no\ llueve.]EDU_S  
(Makes cold, marker_1 no rain.)  
(2.1.2) Sp: Aunque no llueve, hace frío.  
\[Aunque \, no\, \, llueve,\]EDU_S \ [hace \, frío.]EDU_N  
(marker_1 no rain, has cold.)

---

1 In this work, we offer an English literal translation in brackets for the first two examples in order to understand each example better.  
2 All the Chinese characters and punctuations occupy two positions in a written text; therefore, the readers can see a blank space between the punctuation and bracket in the examples.  
3 In this work, for all the examples we give, all the English translations are translated from the Spanish sentences by authors.
(2.2) Ch: 很冷，虽然没有下雨。
[很冷，]EDU_S [虽然没有下雨。]EDU_S
(It’s cold, marker_1 there is no rain.)
(2.3) En: It is cold, although there is no rain.

In example (2), the Chinese passage could have the same or the different rhetorical structure when comparing to the Spanish passages. In the Chinese passage, the discourse marker “suiran” (虽然) at the beginning of satellite, which is equivalent to the English discourse marker although, shows a Concession relation, and the order between nucleus and the satellite cannot be changed. In the Spanish passage, “aunque” is also at the beginning of satellite, which also corresponds to the English discourse marker although, and shows the same discourse relation, but the order between nucleus and satellite can be changed and this does not change the sense of the sentence.

From the two examples above, we can see that, in order to express a Concession relation in a written text, the Spanish discourse marker aunque can be translated into different Chinese discourse markers, but without relevant differences in the Chinese text coherence.

In this work, by using the Spanish discourse marker aunque (‘although’ in English), which shows the Concession relation; we will compare the discourse structure of Spanish and Chinese in the parallel corpus United Nations Corpus (UN) (Rafalovitch and Dale, 2009).

In Section 2, we will introduce some related works that use RST. In Section 3, we will give detailed information of the methodology. In Section 4, we will establish the results. In Section 5, we will conclude the research information and look ahead at future work.

2 Related Work

Thus far there have not been many studies addressing discourse analysis relating to our subject of study. Yet some comparative studies between Chinese and English by employing RST exist. Cui (1986) presents some aspects regarding discourse relations between Chinese and English; Kong (1998) compares Chinese and English business letters; Guy (2000, 2001) compares Chinese and English journalistic news texts.

Other pairs of language within RST include Japanese and Spanish (Kumpf, 1986; Marcu et al., 2000), Arabic and English (Mohamed and Omer, 1999), French and English (Delin, Hartley and Scott, 1996; Salkie and Oates, 1999), Dutch and English (Abelen, Gisla and Thompson, 1993), Finnish and English (Sarjala, 1994), Spanish and Basque (da Cunha and Iruskieta, 2010).

There are few contrastive works between Spanish and Chinese. None of them use RST. Yao (2008) uses film dialogues to elaborate an annotated corpus, and compares the Chinese and Spanish discourse markers in order to give some suggestions for teaching and learning Spanish and Chinese. In this work, Yao does not use any framework that based on discourse analysis; he just analyses and compares Spanish and Chinese discourse markers’ characteristics and then makes conclusions. Taking different newspapers and books as the research corpus, Chien (2012) compares the Spanish and Chinese conditional discourse markers to give some conclusions on the conditional discourse marker for foreign language teaching between Spanish and Chinese. Wang (2013) uses a corpus of films to analyse how the subtitled Spanish discourse markers can be translated into Chinese, so as to make a guideline for human translations and audiovisual translation between the language pair.

The RST contrastive studies that use more than two languages are not common, for example, Portuguese-French-English (Scott, Delin and Hartley, 1998). In this work, a methodology has been presented for RST contrastive analysis while the empirical cross-lingual results have been published. Iruskieta, da Cunha and Taboada (2015) use RST as theoretical framework to compare Basque, Spanish and English, so as to create a new qualitative method for the comparison of rhetorical structures in different languages and to specify why the rhetorical structure may be different in translated texts.

3 Methodology

As the previous examples show, discourse similarities and differences exist between the Spanish sentences that contain the discourse marker aunque and their Chinese translated sentences. For this study, we have adopted the UN corpus as the research corpus. This corpus contains all 6 languages (English, Chinese, Spanish, Arabic, Russian and French) of the UN, consisting of around 300 million words for each language. Recorded in March of 2010, this corpus consists of 463,406 documents,
80,931,645 sentences in total. 326 million words have been calculated as the average number for five of the six official languages.

Table 1 shows the detail information of the UN corpus, and its subcorpus in Spanish and in Chinese.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>UN corpus</th>
<th>Spanish subcorpus</th>
<th>Chinese subcorpus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nº of documents</td>
<td>463,406</td>
<td>70,509</td>
<td>65,022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nº of sentences</td>
<td>80,931,645</td>
<td>13,052,875</td>
<td>10,839,473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nº of words</td>
<td>326 million for each language</td>
<td>352,460,926</td>
<td>756,108,566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nº of Sp-Ch parallel documents</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>62,738</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Statistics of the Spanish and Chinese UN corpora

In this research, we have analysed 4 million Spanish words and its parallel Chinese texts, as corpus to study the marker aunque. We have extracted all the Spanish sentences (including repeated sentences) that contain the discourse marker aunque and all their Chinese parallel sentences manually. Then, we have carried out the RST analysis of these sentences manually by using RSTTool (O’Donnell, 1997). See for example Figure 1.

Finally, we have compared the Spanish sentences and the parallel Chinese sentences through: discourse segmentation, RST relations, nuclearity order and discourse marker.

In this work, we followed the segmentation criteria proposed by Iruskieta, da Cunha and Taboada (2015) for both Spanish and Chinese. We use the relations established by Mann and Thompson (1988) and the relation of Same-unit mentioned by Carlson, Marcu and Okurowski (2001) to define the relations between the EDUs. We depart from discourse markers to detect the different discourse relations between EDUs and to decide the EDUs to be the nucleus or the satellites, and the nuclearity order.

Among the 4 million Spanish words, we have obtained 99 Spanish sentences that contain the discourse marker aunque. However, not all the 99 sentences are different: we find 13 repeated sentences. Therefore, 86 sentences are included in the results. Table 2 includes an example of our database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentence with discourse marker in bold</th>
<th>Spanish</th>
<th>Chinese</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observando con satisfacción que, aunque queda pendiente una labor considerable, las partes interesadas han hecho avances reales en el logro del objetivo de la ordenación sostenible de la pesca.</td>
<td>Realizing satisfied that, although considerable work remained pended, the interesting parts have made real progress towards the goal of sustainable fisheries.</td>
<td>满意地注意到虽然仍有许多工作要做，但有关各方已朝着可持续渔业管理方向取得了实际进展。</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Example of the parallel sentences included in the analysis

4 Results

As previously mentioned, the discourse marker aunque in Spanish shows the Concession relation. In its parallel Chinese corpus, aunque presents the following translation cases. There are 47 independent Chinese sentences that hold the Concession relation. For showing the

5 English translation of the sentence in Table 2: Realizing satisfied that, although considerable work remains pended, the interesting parts have made real progress towards the goal of sustainable fisheries.
Concession in its parallel Chinese corpus, aunque has been translated into 6 different Chinese discourse markers, which are formed by two words, as “suiran... danshi” (虽然... 但), “suiran... dan” (虽然... 但), “jinguan... danshi” (尽管... 但是), “jishi... reng” (即使... 仍), “suiran... que” (虽然... 却), “sui... er” (虽... 而); and other 2 different Chinese discourse markers with just one word, which are “jishi” (即使) and “jinguan” (尽管).

For the case of the two discourse markers in Chinese, they have the same meaning, and are equivalent to the English discourse marker ‘although’ but’. In this case, it is mandatory to include two discourse markers to show the Concession relation: one marker at the beginning of the satellite and another marker at the beginning of the nucleus. In the case of two discourse markers, the rhetorical structure of Chinese sentences is S-N. For the case of one discourse marker, these discourse markers are equivalent to English discourse ‘although’, and in the Concession relation, it is necessary to put them at the beginning of the satellite, the rhetorical structure is N-S.

In Spanish, for expressing a Concession relation, the order of nucleus and satellite can change and it does make sense syntactically. Because of the changeable order of nucleus and satellite in Spanish, in UN corpus, for the Concession relation case, the rhetorical structure between Spanish and Chinese is similar; it depends on how many Chinese discourse markers have been used in the translation.

Apart from indicating the Concession relation, there are some other special translations to Chinese of the sentences including aunque in Spanish:

1) There are 22 Chinese sentences that comprise the Antithesis relation. In Antithesis relation, aunque has been translated to “dan” (但), “sui” (虽), and “er” (而). All these Chinese discourse markers carry the same meaning and are equivalent to ‘but’ in English. In this special case, for each pair of the parallel sentences, the number of discourse markers between Spanish and Chinese is the same. The rhetorical structure of these 22 Chinese sentences is N-S.

Though aunque has been translated into different Chinese discourse markers and these Chinese discourse markers show an Antithesis relation, which is different from the Concession relation. In RST, an Antithesis relation means the situations presented in nucleus and satellite are in contrast, while in a Concession relation the situations presented in both EDUs are compatible (Mann and Thompson, 1988). We consider that the changed relation during the translation does not affect readers to understand the information of context. Here we give an example in the UN corpus to explain the situation.

(3):
Sp: [El objetivo es alentar o servir de inspiración a los ciudadanos para que presten servicios voluntarios.]EDU_N [aunque la decisión queda en manos de la persona o la organización.]EDU_S
Ch: [鼓励或激励公民志愿服务，但让个人或组织自己做出选择。]EDU_N [但让个人或组织自己做出选择。]EDU_S
En: The goal is to encourage or inspire citizens to volunteer, although the decision is in the hands of the person or organization.

In this example we can see that, the Spanish passage holds a N-S rhetorical structure of the Concession relation while the Chinese passage holds the same rhetorical structure in the Antithesis relation. Merely, the main idea of these two passages is the same, which is to offer services voluntarily and let the person or the organization to choose by their own.

2) The translation of aunque represents another RST relation in 15 Chinese sentences, which is a multinuclear relation (N-N) known as List.

There are few occasions in the UN corpus where aunque has been translated into “tongshi” (同时), which in Chinese means at the same time. The selected example of the translated Chinese discourse marker “tongshi” (同时) in the UN corpus is the following:

(4):
Sp: [Acoge complacida el progreso logrado en la rehabilitación de escuelas, el suministro y la distribución de material didáctico y la capacitación de maestros.]EDU_N [aunque subraya la necesidad de fomentar la capacidad.]EDU_S
Ch: [欢迎学校在修复、教材供应和分配以及教师培训方面取得进展，但强调需要进行能力建设。]EDU_N
En: Welcomes the progress made in the rehabilitation of schools, provision and distribution of educational materials and teacher training, while emphasising the need for capacity building.
In example (4) we can see that the Spanish passage uses *aunque* to show a Concession relation but the Chinese passage uses “*tongshi*” (同时) (‘meanwhile’ in English), a multinuclear relation (List) to deliver the information. In the Spanish passage, the highlighting part is the first EDU; the second EDU is the additional information of the first EDU. In the Chinese passage, both EDUs are same important. Though the rhetorical structures (discourse relations and the nuclearity order) between the two passages are different, they all show the same basic information. This shows that, though there are improvements in schools, still the need for capacity building should be emphasised.

3) There are 2 translated Chinese sentences that do not contain the translation of *aunque*. Example (5) shows one of these cases.

(5):
Sp: [Reconoce que, *aunque* las medidas adoptadas para aplicar los resultados de las grandes cumbres y conferencias y los períodos extraordinarios de sesiones de las Naciones Unidas en las esferas económica y social y esferas conexas celebrados durante los últimos diez años servirán para promover el desarrollo social]EDU_S [*también* será necesario contar con una cooperación y una asistencia para el desarrollo más intensas y eficaces en los planos internacional y regional y avanzar hacia una mayor participación, justicia social y equidad en las sociedades]EDU_N

Ch: [确认为执行过去十年间在经济、社会和有关领域举行的联合国各次主要的首脑会议、会议和特别会议的成果而采取的行动将进一步促进社会发展]EDU_N [也必须加强和有效开展国际和区域合作与发展援助，逐步扩大参与，加强社会正义和增进社会公平。]EDU_S

En: Recognizes that, although the measures taken to implement the outcomes of the major summits and conferences and special sessions of the United Nations in the economic, social and related fields held during the past ten years will further promote social development, also it is necessary to depend on the cooperation and assistance for more strengthened and effective development in the international level and regional, and move towards to a greater participation, social justice and equality in societies.

In the Spanish passage, the discourse marker *aunque* shows a Concession relation. The marker *también* (‘also’ in English) is included in the sentence too. The Chinese passage just translates the discourse marker “*también*” as “*dan*” (但). Although the Spanish passage and the Chinese passage both hold a nucleus-satellite (N-S) relation, the rhetorical relation is different. A Condition relation (S-N) is held between two Spanish sentences while the Chinese parallel sentences have an Antithesis relation. This means that in Spanish the emphasised part (nuclear span of relation) is the second EDU, whereas in Chinese the opposite occurs.

Table 3 includes the discourse structures in Chinese detected in our corpus equivalent to the sentences in Spanish including the discourse marker *aunque* (that is, showing a Concession relation). This table could be used by Spanish-Chinese human translators and could be useful for MT researchers. When translating the Spanish discourse marker *aunque* to Chinese, for showing a Concession relation, they could follow the rules included in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nuclearity order (N-S/ S-N / N-N)</th>
<th>Disc. markers</th>
<th>Position of disc. marker (N/S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S-N</td>
<td>suiranj..danshi (虽然...但是)</td>
<td>N&amp;S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-N</td>
<td>suiranj..dan (虽然...但)</td>
<td>N&amp;S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-N</td>
<td>jinguan..danshi (尽管...但是)</td>
<td>N&amp;S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-N</td>
<td>jishi..reng (即使...仍)</td>
<td>N&amp;S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-N</td>
<td>suiranj..que (虽然...却)</td>
<td>N&amp;S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-N</td>
<td>suiranj..er (虽然...而)</td>
<td>N&amp;S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-S</td>
<td>jishi (即使)</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-S</td>
<td>jinguan (尽管)</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Chinese discourse structures equivalent to Spanish discourse structures including the discourse marker *aunque* and Concession relation

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we have explored the sentences that contain the Spanish discourse marker *aunque* and their Chinese parallel sentences in the UN subcorpus. In the Spanish subcorpus, *aunque* shows the Concession relation. However, in the Chinese subcorpus, this marker has many different Chinese discourse markers,
and these Chinese discourse markers hold different RST relations. Besides, in some parallel sentences, there is no translation of aunque.

The original language of the official documents in the UN corpus is English. The parallel corpus is translated from English, so the Spanish-Chinese parallel corpus is actually made up of two parts. One is the translation between English and Spanish, and the other is the translation between English and Chinese. These translated Spanish and Chinese documents make up the UN Spanish-Chinese parallel corpus. The UN parallel Spanish-Chinese corpus is not a direct translation corpus. Therefore, due to the linguistic realization (normally known as translation strategy) a Spanish discourse marker could be translated to different discourse markers in its parallel Chinese corpus. Also for a same sentence, nuclearity order and the number of discourse markers between these two languages could be different. In the 86 analysed sentences, the rhetorical structure between Spanish and Chinese is quite similar. This means that the rhetorical structure has been changed when doing the translation work. We think this explains why the Spanish discourse marker aunque has been translated to different Chinese discourse markers and why it has not been translated in only a few instances.

In this work we have only analysed the structure of independent sentences, only intra-sentence discourse elements have been analysed, and the analysis does not bring us many discourse differences between Spanish and Chinese. However, we expect to find more discourse differences when analysing a whole text.

This research is a corpus-based preliminary study. For our future work, we will use a larger Spanish-Chinese parallel corpus and compare their nucleus-satellite order to find more discourse similarities and differences in order to provide discourse information for the translation between this language pair.
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